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THE RACE
The third edition of the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race returns to the marvelous
trails of the Catalan Pyrenees to further establish itself as one of Spain’s most
significant mountain bike events.
It is an essential event for all mountain bike lovers and bears the same
unmistakable mark of experience as the Andalucía Bike Race presented by
Caja Rural Jaén, the La Rioja Bike Race, and the MMR Asturias Bike Race.
Now in its third edition, the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race has once again been
classified by the International Cycling Union (UCI) as a category XCS 2 race.
It is an individual event with four marathon stages that run through La
Cerdanya, which is an unbeatable spot for mountain biking. The stages will
combine fun trails and incredible landscapes.

PARTICIPANT PROFILE
26 nationalities will be represented in this third edition

This year’s YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race will bring together 750 participants
to face off in an exciting edition that counts four days of competition.
Mountain bikers representing 26 different nationalities from around the world
will be there, including Andorra, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Canada,
Cuba, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Honduras, Italy, Malta, Morocco,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
This edition counts participants from countries that are new to the race:
Australia, Canada, Cuba, Honduras, Peru, and New Zealand, thus representing
three continents.
The most represented nationality is Spanish, with more than 500 registered
participants, followed by France, which is the country with the greatest number
of racers (outside of Spain) participating in all the editions of the YoPRO
Catalunya Bike Race.

AN EVENT THAT GETS MORE INTERNATIONAL
EVERY YEAR
Including this edition, so far 2,700 mountain bikers from 39 different
nationalities have participated in the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race, which adds
up to 487 kilometers with 15,000 meters of elevation gain.
La Cerdanya is a region that has evolved into a mountain bike destination given
its abundant and bona fide mountain bike trails.

THE COMPETITION
The event is part of the UCI international mountain bike calendar for category
XCS 2 events and will be carried out according to the UCI’s technical and
sporting regulations for both the men’s and women’s elite categories.
To participate in the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race, the racer must be 19 years
old by December 31, 2019 and must have a valid, UCI-approved race license. If
the racer doesn’t have a license issued or approved by the Royal Spanish
Cycling Federation, he or she must ask his or her country's federation for written
authorization to race.

The race is broken down into the following categories:

Men's Elite
Women's Elite
Master 30
Master 40
Master 50
Master 60
Women's Master

RACE AMBASSADORS
José Antonio Hermida
The cyclist from Puigcerdà won the silver medal at the 2004 Olympic Games in
Athens. This is in addition to participating in four other Olympic events, as well
as earning two Olympic diplomas. He has also been crowned world champion in
all categories, and three times European Elite champion.

Clàudia Galicia
She is the women’s leader as well as the dominant Spanish racer for this type
of race format. The racer from Torelló started out in alpine skiing and, in 2013,
she started mountain biking to keep in shape in the off-season. With a record
that stands out both in alpine skiing and in mountain biking where she has
earned all three titles: World Alpine Skiing Champion (Sprint), National Crosscountry Champion (XCO), and National Marathon Champion (XCM).
She is the race dominator in the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race, having won five
out of six total stages for the previous two editions.

OUTSTANDING RIDERS
This edition features the best roster in the history of the YoPRO Catalunya Bike
Race. The UCI points up for grabs have caused names such as Sergio
Mantecón, David Valero, Jofre Cullell, Clàudia Galicia, and Natalia Fischer
among others, to try their luck at this year’s YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race.
It is unquestionable that Sergio Mantecón (Kross Racing Team) desires to
defend his title. Mantecón returns to Puigerdà with the aim of reliving his 2018
victory. Will he be able to repeat the three stage victories of last year’s edition?
Without a doubt, four-time Spanish National Cross-country Champion, David
Valero (MMR FACTORY RACING TEAM), is another of the main favorites for
victory in the general classification. After winning the latest Andalucía Bike Race
presented by Caja Rural Jaén, the rider from Baza wants to double up and win
the Catalan race as well.
The Catalan Jofre Cullell (Megamo), who is both the sport’s present and its
future, will try to make it difficult for both Valero and Mantecón. After finishing
third overall in the U23 World Cup, Cullell is looking for victory in his event
debut.
None of these three cyclists will let down their guard, as names like Ever
Alejandro Gómez and Nicholas Pettinà (OLYMPIA FACTORY CYCLING
TEAM), as well as Francesc Guerra (BUFF®-SCOTT MTB TEAM) and Hugo
Drechou (Massi UCI Team), runner-up in the French national cross-country
championships, will make things difficult for them.
Regarding the women’s category, Clàudia Galicia (Megamo) will try to
maintain her reign in this event in which only one of six total stage wins has
escaped her. The Catalan would like to cap off her season, in which she’s won
the Spanish National Championships for both XCM (marathon) and XCO
(cross-country), with a victory. For her part, Natalia Fischer (MMR Factory
Racing Team) will seek victory as well, same as she did in the Asturias Bike
Race. And it’s not just the national scene that sending the big names. Norway’s
Hildegunn Hovdenak, as well as the four-time Portuguese XCO champion
Joana Monteiro and the 27-time Italian champion (XCO, CX and road
collectively) Eva Lechner (Törpado Sudtirol International) are eager to give
everything they’ve got in the hunt for the win.

HIGHLIGHTED PARTICIPANTS
This edition of the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race has also succeeded in
attracting some illustrious names that share our passion for cycling.
They are names such as Dori Ruano, Alberto Losada, Purito Rodriguez,
and Aleix Espargaró (Orbea Factory Team).
Dori Ruano, 1998 World Track Champion, 7th in the 2000 Olympics in Sydney,
and seven times Spanish Road Cycling Champion in time trial, among her many
other titles, will race as part of the Compex Team. Without a doubt, her
experience is sure to come in handy for the rest of the team.
Aleix Espargaró (Orbea Factory Team) is another of this race’s usual names.
The MotoGP rider is a true lover of cycling, whatever the discipline. With a
desire to take on the best cyclists, the Granollers rider returns to this event for a
third time.
And if there are two names that go hand in hand in the world of cycling, they are
Purito Rodríguez and Alberto Losada. After sharing practically their entire
competitive careers, the mountain bike returns them to racing. Between them
they’ve tallied up 41 grand tours, but now it’s time for them to face off with each
other.

PALMARÉS
ELITE MEN
José Antonio Hermida (Merida)
Silver Medal 2004 Olympics in Athens, Greece
5x Olympian (2000, 2004, 2008, 2012 and 2016)
World Cross Country Champion (XCO) 1996, 2000 and 2010
European Cross Country Champion (XCO) 2002, 2004 and 2007

Sergio Mantecón (Kross Racing Team)
Spanish National Champion (XCM) 2008, 2010, 2011
Spanish National Champion (XCO) 2010, 2012
2nd place European Championship XCO 2012
22nd 2012 Olympic Games in London, United Kingdom
Winner 2018 AES Catalunya Bike Race presented by Shimano

David Valero (ESP) - MMR Factory Racing
Spanish National Cross Country Champion (XCO) 2015, 2017, 2018 and 2019
2nd place 2016 Spanish National Cross Country (XCO) Championship
3rd 2018 European Cross Country Championship (XCO)
4th 2017 World Cup Cross Country (XCO)
9th 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Winner 2019 Andalucía Bike Race presented by Caja Rural Jaén
3rd 2016 Andalucía Bike Race presented by Shimano

3rd 2015 La Rioja Bike Race presented by Shimano
4th 2017 Andalucía Bike Race presented by Shimano

Jofre Cullell (ESP) - Megamo
3rd 2019 U23 World Cup XCO
2018 and 2019 Spanish National U23 Champion (XCO)
2018 Spanish National U23 Cyclo-cross Champion (CX)
2016 and 2017 Spanish National Junior Champion (XCO)
2017 European Junior Champion (XCO)

Juri Zanotti (ITA)
2018 Italian National Champion Italy XCO

Nicholas Pettinà (IT) | CS Carabinieri - Cicli Olympia (OLYMPIA FACTORY
CYCLING TEAM)
10th 2019 World Cup XCO

Hugo Drechou (MASSI UCI TEAM)
2nd place 2014 French National Championship XCO
2nd overall 2013 U23 World Cup
3rd 2009 World Championship XCO Team Relay

Ever Alejandro Gomez (BOL) - Olympia Factory Cycling
2018 Bolivian National Champion (XCO)
3rd 2019 MMR Asturias Bike Race
2nd 2017 La Rioja Bike Race presented by Shimano

3rd 2018 La Rioja Bike Race presented by Shimano
3rd 2018 GAES Catalunya Bike Race shifted by XTR
3rd 2019 La Rioja Bike Race

Ismael Esteban (ESP) - Aldro-Arrueda
2017 and 2018 Spanish National Cyclo-cross Champion
2nd 2019 Spanish National Cyclo-cross Championship
Winner 2019 MMR Asturias Bike Race

Francesc Guerra (ESP) - BUFF®-SCOTT MTB TEAM
Winner 2019 GAES Catalunya Bike Race presented by Shimano
Winner 2017 La Rioja Bike Race presented by Shimano

ELITE WOMEN
Clàudia Galicia (ESP) - Megamo
2019 and 2018 Spanish National Champion (XCO)
2019 Spanish National Champion (XCM)
2017 and 2018 Winner GAES Catalunya Bike Race presented by Shimano
2nd 2019 La Rioja Bike Race
Winner 2014-2018 La Rioja Bike Race presented by Shimano
2nd 2015 Andalucía Bike Race presented by Shimano
2015 Spanish National Ultramarathon Champion
Winner 2014 Andalusia Bike Race presented by Shimano

Eva Lechner (ITA) (Törpado Sudtirol International)

2005 European Champion XCO Team Relay
2007 U23 European Champion XCO
2009 World Champion XCO Team Relay
2012, 2013 World and European Champion XCO Team Relay
2nd 2014 World CX Championship
2007 Italian Road Champion
2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016 Italian National Cyclo-cross
Champion

Natalia Fischer (ESP) - MMR Factory Racing
2nd 2019 Spanish National Marathon Championship (XCM)
3rd 2019 Spanish National Championship (XCO)
2017 and 2018 Spanish National Marathon MTB Champion (XCM)
19th 2018 World MTB Marathon Championship (XCM)
Winner 2019 MMR Asturias Bike Race
2nd 2018 GAES Catalunya Bike Race shifted by XTR
3rd 2017 GAES Catalunya Bike Race presented by Shimano

Hildegunn Hovdenak (NOR)
Winner 2018 and 2019Andalucía Bike Race presented by Caja Rural Jaén
3rd 2019 La Rioja Bike Race
2nd 2017 GAES Catalunya Bike Race presented by Shimano
2015 Norwegian National MTB Marathon Champion (XCM)
2nd 2017 Norwegian National MTB Marathon Championship (XCM)
5th 2015 European MTB Marathon Championship (XCM)

Luciana Roland (ARG)
2017 Argentinian National Champion XCO
2017 U23 Pan American Champion XCO

Joana Monteiro (POR)
3rd 2019 Portugal Cup
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 Portugal National Champion XCO
2014, 2013 Portuguese National U23 Champion XCO
2011 Portuguese National Junior Champion XCO

SCHEDULE
The YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race will officially start with the first stage on
Thursday September 26 at 15:30. The remaining stages on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday will all start at 11:00.
The total race route will be 194 kilometers with 5,740 meters of elevation gain
divided among four stages.
The race’s start will be organized in different starting grids according to race
category.

Schedule:
- Race number pickup: Thursday, September 26 from 11:00 to 14:30

- FLASH STAGE: Thursday, September 26, 2019 at 15:30 - Puigcerdà.

- STAGE 2: Friday, September 27, 2019 - Puigcerdà. Stage start at 11:00h

- BUFF® SUPER STAGE: Saturday September 28, 2019 - Puigcerdà.
Stage start at 11:00

- FINISHER STAGE: Sunday September 29, 2019 - Puigcerdà.
Stage start at 11:00

PADDOCK
A space reserved for official teams or clubs wishing to offer assistance to their
racers. Depending upon their needs, teams, clubs or brands can contract a
paddock space with an electrical connection intended for the assistance of
participants, or they can contract an ExpoCommercial space with an electrical
connection intended for product marketing and/or promotion.

The Paddock will be available September 26, 27, 28, and 29 and will be located
in the center of the race venue, in the same area as the race office, bike wash,
bike parking, massage area, and press room.

Club Esportiu Puigcerdà
Av.Poliesportiu
17520 Puigcerdà, Girona

THE REGION
The YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race is not just a mountain bike stage race. It is an
opportunity for all participants and their friends and family to get to know La
Cerdanya, its landscapes, and the infinite activities to appeal to all tastes.
The event has a tremendous impact on the entire La Cerdanya tourism sector
because it exponentially elevates the local hospitality industry during the days
prior to and during the event.
The international participation helps promote the event’s image worldwide by
showing off Catalonia as a great tourist destination for mountains, nature, and
outdoor recreation.
This year one more of the event’s draws is the ability to collect UCI points in
order to qualify for the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo, Japan.

THE RACE ROUTE
FLASH STAGE (XCM). 26.09.2019 | 31 km & 1.004 m+

The third edition of the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race will start at the Poliesportiu
de Puigcerdà, which is the same the venue as in last year’s edition. It will be a
fast but intense stage where all participants will have the first chance to find their
rhythm and to ride with their pace group.
It will begin with a hard climb at kilometer 3, where the race will get sorted. From
there it will take us to the Guils-Fontanera cross-country ski resort – the highest
point of the stage, which counts 1,910 meters of elevation gain. This is also where
racers will arrive at the stage’s feedzone. After the feedzone we find a spectacular
descent between kilometers 16 and 18 down the narrow trail built by Alfons
Sanchís. Starting at kilometer 18 we will enjoy a much more technical descent
that takes us through French territory to the town of Latour de Carol. After passing
through France we will start toward the finish into Pugicerdà but not before the
Puigcerdà Hospital climb, which will factor into all stages of this 2019 edition.

STAGE 2 | 27.09.2019
63,4 km & 1.724 m+

This stage maintains the look and feel of last year’s Stage 1, only this one features
different single- and double-track. Starting out from Puigcerdà – same as the rest
of the stages — we head toward the French town of Osseja to start climbing the
Firestiere Piste, 10 kilometers long, spacious and with consistent terrain that
allows us to conquer the first 500 meters of elevation gain until we reach the
stage’s highest point at 1,724 meters. From here we begin a continuous rolling
flat that leads to a singletrack descent that takes us onto a new trail in the Torrent
of Salteguet. This is a gentle downhill that drops us into the feedzone at the La
Molina train station.
We will repeat the legendary trail no. 732 from La Molina to Alp, which has
become a key feature throughout all three editions of the YoPRO Catalunya Bike
Race – including this one. This time we will abandon trail 732 halfway to kilometer
30 in order to again climb to La Masella, which makes it possible to offer yet
another new trail in this year’s edition. So many new features! This trail has "flow":
speed-sapping zigzag curves alternate with stretches of fast grass for passing
through Roca Castellana with glimpses of Alp. We finish off the stage with a slow
and very narrow trail that drops us into the heart of Alp without noticing how much
elevation has been lost on the descent. Once in Alp, we will search for Ger in a
known connecting section of rolling flats parallel to Golf Fontanals and the Segre
River. This connector allows us to recover, to regroup, and to face the final, wellknown 15 kilometers from Ger to Puigcerdà by the Camí de l´Aigua, Saneja, Sant

Marti D´Aravó. Once again the race will take riders up the finishing steep climb a
few kilometers from the finish line.

BUFF® SUPER STAGE | 28.09.2019
60 km 1762 m+

This stage covers 60 kilometers with 1,762 meters of elevation gain. The stage
stands out for its rolling start on singletrack and arrives at Alp, where a straight
up climb takes us up to the La Masella ski resort.
In La Masella we find the first feedzone at kilometer 19, which is also the stage’s
highest point at 1,800 meters. After the feedzone there’s a 2-kilometer paved
climb in the direction of Coma Oriola, which quickly turns into a 5-kilometer
downhill on trail that’s new for this edition.
After finishing the descent from La Masella to Urs, we again pass through the
tunnels of the Área de Servicio de Túnel del Cadí (Cadí Tunnel Service Area)
where we will then travel along rolling routes from Prats de Sansor to Ger to face
the last kilometers of climbing to Niula. There we’ll find an unmaintained descent
and then finish with downhill-style singletrack. It’s a stage with many climbs and
descents that will surprise you with its beauty and technical demands.

FINISHER STAGE | 29.09.2019
38,8 km & 1.246 m+

The last stage of this year’s edition will not be the calmest nor the most relaxing.
It will be short but intense, and it will be fide mountain biking.
We leave Puigcerdà along the singletrack to head in the direction of Guils de
Cerdanya. At kilometer 6 we begin a familiar downhill in order to reach Niula (this
is the Stage 2 descent from last year’s edition). In Niula-Coforn we descend
through a narrow stretch that follows the Cabanella river’s course. Once inside
the Coforn ruins, we’ll get a small rest break on a gradual downhill that rolls out
into wide doubletrack and eventually delivers us to the Torrent of Montmalús,
where we will enter a trail of the same name. This trail is very similar to the
Cabanella trail, except that it’s longer and faster, and will dispatch us to Ger in
the blink of an eye. After the Ger feedzone, we can say that here’s where the
stage really "begins" with four kilometers of climbing in “do-able” singletrack, but
it will surely demand the last big effort of this year’s YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race
with a climb back to Niula. Once in Niula we will return by the same stretch as the
BUFF® stage.

PARTICIPANT SERVICES
Participants will receive a Welcome Pack in which there will be different YoPRO
Catalunya Bike Race sponsor products, along with a casual Endura t-shirt.
In addition, participants will have restrooms, mechanical assistance offered
by Shimano and their Blue Cars during each stage at strategic points along the
racecourse, as well as inside the Paddock. There will also be medical services
located around the racecourse along with several feedzones.
Participants will also be able to take advantage of the official bicycle cleaning
service KH-7, which is free for participants. They can leave their bicycle with a
brand representative who will prepare it for pickup the following day prior to
racing.
Participants will have at their disposal a physiotherapy service and showers at
the end of each stage.
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday the Compex recovery and
electrostimulation service is also available – free of charge – for participants.

Service hours:
Thursday: 16:30 h - 19:00 h
Friday: 14:30 h - 18:30 h
Saturday: 14:30 h - 18:30 h

MAILLOT DE LÍDER
The YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race leaders will be unmistakable
Endura will once again outfit the YoPRO Catalunya Bike Race leaders in this
attractive jersey that’s inspired by the “senyera,” the flag of the Catalan region,
and it also shares its design with the leader's jerseys from three other MTB stage
races of reference: the Andalucía Bike Race presented by Caja Rural Jaén, the
La Rioja Bike Race, and the MMR Asturias Bike Race. The jersey is designed
and produced by Endura, the official clothing brand for this third edition of the
race.

MEDIA
Every day the stage’s best photographs will be uploaded and sent along with a
race report. A video recap, recorded and edited by the organization, will also be
posted on the race’s official channels.
It will be essential at all times to carry media credentials in a visible place.
Improper use may cause organizers to revoke media credentials. Credentials
must be picked up by corresponding holders. Media credentials can be picked up
at the event’s press room.
For any questions, email: comunicacion@catalunyabikerace.com

AROUND THE WWW
Web www.catalunyabikerace.com
Facebook
CatalunyaBikeRace
Twitter
@CatBikeRace
Instagram
@CatBikeRace
Youtube
CatalunyaBikeRace
Telegram
CBR_2019

